91. Pathophysiology of demyelination (Multiple Sclerosis)

1) Acute demyelinations:
Guillain-Barré syndrome 
neurological emergency!
most common neuropathic cause of paralysis in post-polio era
= acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy 
- in 60% postviral (postbacterial), immune mediated attack on the peripheral nerve system antigens
- weakness, paresthesias, pain, paralysis, respiratory insufficiency

Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis
acute postviral - Hurst disease - headache, sleepiness,
postvaccination encephalopathy (smallpox)

Optic neuritis
- transitory loss of vision

2) Chronic demyelination
Multiple sclerosis
= characterized by occurrence of demyelination plaques (= focus of demyelination and inflammation) disseminated in space and time

Affects about 1% of population (geographic differences – more in north than in south), women are affected more frequently than men, 
Age of onset – usually in the range of 20 - 30 years of age, 

Etiology
Supposed is some viral or bacterial infection (EB virus?, herpes virus?, Roseola virus?), to which genetically predisposed persons react with autoimmune damage to myelin

Histology:
- perivascular cellular infiltrates - T, B lymphocytes, macrophages + axonal transsection

Patogenesis
autoimune process is directed against
    - myelin
    - neuron antigens
    - oligidenrocytes (myelin production)
Initial systematic event (virus infection) → Activation of CD4+T cells by exogenous antigen → Activation of CD+T cells for autoantigen (molecular mimicry?) 
→ Penetration via blood brain barrier → Recruitment of lymphoid cells and establishment of retention of antigen-reactive T cells in CNS → Cell mediated inflammation and secretion of cytokines, proteinases and antibodies → demyelination

Classification of MS
● according to time course:
1) attacks, remissions, progressions (more frequent)
2) chronic progressive - without remissions
● according to extent of damage
- cerebrospinal - starts usually by Retrobulbar neuritis
- spinal
- polyneuritic – peripheral nerves

Symptoms of MS
● usually starts with non-specific symptoms - paresthesias, weakness of lower limbs, and vision problems
● sensory problems (diplopia, blurred vision, sensitivity to heat)
● motoric problems
- pyramidal pathways - central - spastic paresis
      - cerebellar (less frequently) - intention tremor, ataxia, dysarthria
● vegetative problems - sphincter disorders
● depression (usually reactive)

Demyelination (and symptoms hardly discernible from multiple sclerosis) may be also part of Neuroborreliosis (disorder of CNS in Borreliosis – Lyme disease)





